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Abstract
Negotiating knowledges, shifting access: Natural resource governance with
Indigenous communities and state agencies in the Pacific Northwest
by
Sibyl Wentz Diver
Doctor of Philosophy in Environmental Science, Policy, and Management
University of California, Berkeley
Professor Stephanie M. Carlson, Co-chair
Professor Kimberly TallBear, Co-chair
Despite an increasing interest among land managers in collaborative management and
learning from place-based Indigenous knowledge systems, natural resource management
negotiations between Indigenous communities and government agencies are still
characterized by distrust, conflict, and a history of excluding Indigenous peoples from
decision-making. In addition, many scholars are skeptical of Indigenous communities
attempting to achieve self-determination through bureaucratic and scientific systems,
which can be seen as potential mechanisms for co-opting Indigenous community values
(e.g. Nadasdy 2003).
This dissertation considers how Indigenous communities and state agencies are meeting
contemporary natural resource governance challenges within the Pacific Northwest.
Taking a community-engaged scholarship approach, the work addresses two exemplar
case studies of Indigenous resource management negotiations involving forest
management with the Karuk Tribe in California (U.S.) and the Xáxli’p Indigenous
community in British Columbia (Canada). These cases explore the ways and degree to
which Indigenous peoples are advancing their self-determination interests, as well as
environmental and cultural restoration goals, through resource management negotiations
with state agencies—despite the ongoing barriers of uneven power relations and
territorial disputes.
Through the 1990s and 2000s, both the Xáxli’p and Karuk communities engaged with
specific government policies to shift status quo natural resource management practices
affecting them. Their respective strategies included leveraging community-driven
management plans to pursue eco-cultural restoration on their traditional territories, which
both overlap with federal forestlands. In the Xáxli’p case, community members
successfully negotiated the creation of the Xáxli’p Community Forest, which has
provided the Xáxli’p community with the exclusive right to forest management within the
majority of its traditional territory. This de jure change in forest tenure facilitated a
significant transfer of land management authority to the community, and long-term forest
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restoration outcomes. In the Karuk case, tribal land managers leveraged the Ti Bar
Demonstration Project, a de facto co-management initiative between the Forest Service
and the Karuk Tribe, to conduct several Karuk eco-cultural restoration projects within
federal forestlands.
Because the Ti Bar Demonstration Project was ultimately
abandoned, the main project outcome was building the legitimacy of Karuk land
management institutions and creating a wide range of alliances that support Karuk land
management approaches.
Through my case studies, I examined how Indigenous resource management negotiations
affect knowledge sharing, distribution of decision-making authority, and longstanding
political struggles over land and resource access. I first asked, how is Indigenous
knowledge shaping natural resource management policy and practice? My analysis
shows that both communities are strategically linking disparate sets of ideas, including
Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) and Western scientific knowledge, in order to
shape specific natural resource governance outcomes. My second question was, how
does access to land and resources shift through Indigenous resource management
agreements? This work demonstrates that both communities are shifting access to land
and resources by identifying “pivot points”: existing government policies that provide a
starting point for Indigenous communities to negotiate self-determination through both
resisting and engaging with government standards. And third, I considered how do comanagement approaches affect Indigenous sovereignty and self-determination? The
different case outcomes indicate that the ability to uphold Indigenous resource
management agreements is contingent upon establishing long-term institutional
commitments by government agencies, and the broader political context.
This work emphasizes the importance of viewing the world from the standpoint of
individuals who are typically excluded from decision-making (Harding 1995, 1998).
Pursuing natural resource management with Indigenous peoples is one way for state
agencies to gain innovative perspectives that often extend beyond standard resource
management approaches, and consider longstanding relationships between people and the
environment in a place-based context. Yet the assumption that tribal managers would
export Indigenous knowledge to agency “professionals” or other external groups,
supposedly acting on behalf of Indigenous peoples, reflects a problematic lack of
awareness about Indigenous perspectives on sovereignty and self-determination—central
goals for Indigenous communities that choose to engage in natural resource management
negotiations with state agencies.
Several implications emerge from these findings. First, Indigenous community
representatives need to be involved in every step of natural resource management
processes affecting Indigenous territories and federal forestlands, especially given the
complex, multi-jurisdictional arrangements that govern these areas. Second, there is a
strong need to generate funding that enables Indigenous communities to self-determine
their own goals and negotiate over land management issues on a more level playing field.
Finally, more funding must be invested in government programs that support Indigenous
resource management.
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Introduction: Negotiating knowledges, shifting access: Natural resource governance
with Indigenous communities and state agencies in the Pacific Northwest
“Why do people have to fight so hard? What aren’t the rights there for people to be selfgoverned?” - Kristina Peters, community advocate, Lowlander Center
“Don’t panic. In those days we never panicked. That’s part of the self-government
we are looking for.” - Xáxli’p elder, as quoted by Martin Weinstein (1995)
“When you are trying to do a good thing, so many barriers come along. You have to
keep plugging along.” - Harold Tripp, Karuk tribal member
Introduction
My Indigenous colleagues in the Pacific Northwest sometimes comment on the
inadequacy of the level of public education offered on Indigenous peoples, their diverse
cultures, and their complex histories. After being taught simplified stories of
extermination and assimilation in school, individuals who are exposed for the first time to
contemporary Indigenous cultures may be surprised to encounter vibrant communities
working to build their own governance institutions and community organizations. In
spite of meager budgets and socio-economic challenges, some Indigenous communities
are also building their own Indigenous-run science teams. Staff members working for
heterogeneous federal land management agencies can have different responses to this
unfamiliar reality. For some, addressing land management issues with Indigenous
communities can be intimidating, where working with Indigenous governments is viewed
as an obstacle to “professional” management. Historically, this has been the dominant
position within agencies. However, given Indigenous self-determination movements
occurring in the 1970s and onwards, government policies have slowly shifted to
recognize a greater leadership role for Indigenous peoples in natural resource
management. More agency staffers are now looking to collaborate with Indigenous
communities, and view such collaborations as an exciting opportunity to learn from a
different perspective. Land managers and scientists are increasingly interested in
Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK), and beginning to explore how TEK can inform
current land management challenges (e.g. (Ford & Martinez, 2000; Orlove et al., 2009;
Wildcat, 2009).
In cases of Indigenous resource management, sharing knowledge is not simple,
however. The relationships between Indigenous communities and government agencies
are embedded in complex colonial histories and political struggles. Given ongoing
disputes over Indigenous land claims and land management practices, it is undesirable for
most communities to hand over their knowledge to outsiders. Translating Indigenous
knowledge systems into preferred agency formats may not be possible. And Indigenous
standpoints may challenge the way that agencies have historically operated. Thus, to
seriously consider a framework that supports productive working relationships between
agencies and Indigenous communities, agency leaders must extend their interests beyond
a passing curiosity in Indigenous ways of knowing. Building institutions and agreements
that facilitate effective, cross-cultural collaboration requires a deeper understanding of
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Indigenous community perspectives that includes Indigenous knowledge, politics, lands,
and resources.
This dissertation addresses these ongoing issues by examining natural resource
governance involving Indigenous peoples 1 and state agencies within the Pacific
Northwest. I specifically study how natural resource management agreements with
Indigenous communities contribute to changes in governance, sustainability, knowledge,
and Indigenous sovereignty. My research addresses the field of natural resource
management, as well as the literature on environmental governance, co-management,
political ecology, Indigenous politics, and science and technology studies. Here, I
present two case studies of Indigenous resource management negotiations over forest
management: one involving the Karuk Tribe in California (U.S.) and another with the
Xáxli’p Indigenous Community in British Columbia (Canada).2 I am engaging in this
project as a non-Indigenous person, and take a community-engaged scholarship approach
to my research.
Both the Karuk Tribe and Xáxli’p Indigenous community have recently entered
into resource management agreements with government agencies in order to advance the
ecological and cultural restoration of their traditional territories, which overlap with
federal forestlands. Both communities are located within salmon watersheds and are
highly concerned about the impacts of industrial forestry impacts on their land and
culture. In addition, both communities are federally recognized and continue to claim
political rights to their traditional territories—although U.S. and Canadian governments
now categorize these areas as “federal lands”.
This study builds on Armitage et al. (2009); Berkes et al., (1991); Feit & Spaeder
(2005); Nadasdy (2007); Natcher et al. (2005a); Notzke (1995); and Pinkerton, (1989) to
address broader issues around Indigenous resource management. Through my case
studies, I specifically ask 1) how is Indigenous knowledge shaping natural resource
management policy and practice? 2) How does access to land and resources shift through
Indigenous resource management agreements? And 3) how do co-management
approaches affect Indigenous sovereignty and self-determination?
This work recognizes that natural resource management often functions as a
domain for addressing broader Indigenous-state conflicts. Thus, in answering these
major questions, I touch upon a number of issues that extend beyond the scope of this
dissertation. These include how knowledge is produced in resource negotiation forums
that involve Western science, Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK), and other forms
of knowledge. Although the literature addresses the concept of linking knowledge
systems, Indigenous knowledge is still not being applied to most natural resource
management initiatives in practice. Another issue involves what kinds of institutional
frameworks can best contribute to more equitable power sharing between Indigenous
communities and government agencies, which requires additional legal and policy study.
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In this dissertation, I capitalize the term “Indigenous” as a proper noun that refers a diversity of culturally
distinct groups that have been impacted by colonization, and self-identify as being Indigenous.
2
Pronunciation of the Lillooet or St'át'imc language is best gained from listening to a native speaker. See
the “Learn our Language” section of the First Voices website at http://www.firstvoices.com/en/NorthernStatimcets/welcome. Based on linguistic studies the ‘x’ in ‘Xáxli’p’ is pronounced as a 'friction' sound,
made with the tongue in the same position as with a 'k' (Bouchard 1973). However, further reading on
St'át'imc orthography is recommended to guide a more precise pronunciation (see appendix 1).
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This work also raises important ethical questions around how natural resource
management institutions can address both the sustainability and social justice issues that
are inherent to Indigenous resource management initiatives. Finally, the work begins to
consider how academic researchers who are often part of elite institutions can develop
more respectful partnerships with Indigenous community research partners.
In this introduction I first explain the study framework: how this dissertation
evolved, key concepts in the literature, and the Karuk and Xáxli’p case background. I
then present research methods, and describe my community-engaged approach. Finally, I
provide an abstract for each chapter, and frame the broader implications for this work.
I. Study framework
Evolution of this study
This dissertation began as a study of the natural resources co-management
(coming from the terms “collaborative” or “cooperative” management3), which refers to
the sharing of management power and responsibility between governments and local
people (Berkes et al., 1991; Berkes & Turner, 2006; Pinkerton, 1989). Berkes (2007:32)
has described co-management as a tool for achieving multiple purposes, including
“power sharing, institution building, trust building, social learning, problem solving, and
(good) governance.”
Co-management also involves some level of joint decision-making over resource
management. Because this “jointness” occurs on a continuum, it is important to be aware
of the ambiguity contained within the term “co-management” (Berkes et al., 1991;
Borrini-Feyerabend et al., 2004). On the one hand, “co-management” has been used to
describe more consultative arrangements, such as the fisheries and wildlife comanagement institutions created through the 1975 James Bay and Northern Quebec
Agreement. These institutions are treated as advisory bodies, with the federal or
provincial government retaining final decision-making authority (Mulrennan & Scott,
2005; Nadasdy, 2005). On the other hand, the term has also been applied to
arrangements that have facilitated significant community control of resource
management, such as Columbia River treaty fisheries co-management. In the Columbia
River case, Indigenous communities have established authority at all levels of decisionmaking—with the courts enforcing the meaningful participation of treaty tribes. Working
through nested institutions, Columbia River treaty tribes are now shaping salmon
fisheries policy at the international level (Cohen, 1989; Diver, 2012).
My own interest in co-management arose while I was working for the non-profit
Pacific Environment prior to attending graduate school. I facilitated international
exchanges for Russian Indigenous leaders to meet their counterparts in the Pacific
Northwest. Co-management emerged as a key area of interest for my Russian colleagues,
as a potential solution to ongoing resource management conflicts between Indigenous
communities and government agencies. For communities who depended on maintaining
access to land and a healthy resource base for their livelihoods and cultural survival, comanagement was one practical strategy for engaging with hierarchical government
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The terms “cooperative” or “collaborative” are used interchangeably in the literature. For the purposes of
this study, I will use the term “collaborative.”
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bureaucracies, which were often resistant to community-based natural resource
management.
As a new graduate student at UC Berkeley with a strong interest in environmental
politics, social justice, and sustainability, I began studying Columbia River tribal fisheries
as one of the most widely recognized examples of “successful” co-management
initiatives. Starting in the 1970s, Columbia River co-management agreements evolved
from longstanding tribal fisheries disputes in Washington and Oregon (Pinkerton, 2003).
A 1969 landmark court case, referred to as the Belloni Decision, first mandated the
participation of Columbia River treaty tribes in fisheries rule-making processes and
declared that a “fair share” of Columbia River fisheries resources should be reserved for
treaty tribes (AFSC American Friends Service Committee, 1970; Wilkinson, 2005). The
1974 Boldt Decision later defined a “fair share” to mean a 50/50 split between treaty
tribes and other users, which applied to the total number of fish returning to shared
fishing areas. After this ruling, Columbia River tribes worked for over ten years to build
effective joint fisheries management institutions and regularly leveraged the courts to
enforce tribal participation in decision-making (Diver, 2012). Interestingly, the term comanagement was not used in original court decisions (although the summary decision did
refer to “concurrent” management) (Cohen 1989:47). However, as more productive
working relationships between tribes and government agencies developed over time, the
term “co-management” became widely used to refer to collaborative decision-making
processes that characterize Columbia River treaty fisheries management today. Although
my Columbia River research on building Indigenous resource management institutions
has informed this study, I do not directly include this work in the dissertation.
My dissertation research has specifically focused on the Karuk and Xáxli’p case
studies, described below, which examine the management relationships between
Indigenous communities and state forest management agencies. These cases explore two
recent resource management negotiations between Indigenous and government agencies,
which were initiated in the 1990s. Even though both communities maintain a strong
cultural connection to salmon fisheries, I found that focusing on forest-based ecosystems
and associated cultural resources has helped to limit the scope of my field work.
Compared to highly mobile salmon fisheries systems, forest management occurs within
smaller and more defined geographic areas, which are often tied to specific Indigenous
territories. And by working with communities with similar resource management goals
and strategies on both sides of the U.S.-Canada border, I hoped to gain additional insight
into how different political, ecological, and cultural contexts have shaped different comanagement processes.
Working in Canada and the U.S. has also added an interesting comparative
perspective to this study. While my California-based Karuk colleagues view comanagement as a central goal that forwards the Tribe’s goals, my Xáxli’p colleagues in
B.C. regard co-management as a backwards step, which does not match the community’s
self-determination interests. In the Canadian context, the term co-management is
associated with co-management boards that are made up of government and Indigenous
community representatives (Natcher, et al., 2005; Notzke, 1995). In the Xáxli’p case
study, the B.C. Ministry of Forests played a peripheral oversight role, and it was Xáxli’p
community members who directed operations-level forestry decisions. Thus, the
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community was pursuing Xáxli’p resource management through the Xáxli’p Community
Forest, as a self-governance initiative.
Encountering such different perspectives on co-management has led me to rethink
the language I use in this study. Although I continue to link my work to the comanagement literature, and use the co-management term in my discussions of the Karuk
case, I have reframed my dissertation project around the broader issue of “natural
resource governance with Indigenous peoples.” I often use the term “Indigenous resource
management” to refer to initiatives facilitating natural resource management by and for
Indigenous peoples. This is partly in deference to Xáxli’p community concerns, and also
intended to recognize the Indigenous self-determination issues that are intrinsic to both
cases. Broadening my research terms has allowed me to better address the wide range of
strategies, tactics, and goals being pursued by Indigenous communities, as well as some
of the skepticism that exists around co-management and associated issues of equity in
natural resource management decision-making, discussed below.
Problems with binaries: Cooptation or transformation?
One of the key debates in the co-management literature considers the extent to
which co-management arrangements are useful in facilitating Indigenous selfdetermination, a term that refers to Indigenous communities being able to participate
meaningfully in the creation of the government institutions that they live with (Anaya,
1993). One outstanding question around co-management is whether equitable sharing of
management authority (or power sharing) between Indigenous communities and
government agencies occurs in practice. Another issue is whether communities receive
meaningful benefits from co-management efforts, such as increased community access to
land-based resources, ongoing support for cultural revitalization, or capacity building
opportunities for Indigenous institutions (not just short-term monetary gains).
The co-management literature is of two minds on the issue of equitable power
sharing. Given the persistence of uneven power relations between Indigenous
communities and state agencies, there are strong concerns about co-management
functioning as a tool for the cooptation of Indigenous interests (Feit & Spaeder, 2005;
Nadasdy, 2003). Researchers have found that many co-management initiatives fail to
facilitate meaningful power sharing, in part because bureaucratic structures typically
privilege state positions, and dominant knowledge systems often exclude additional
worldviews (Deloria & Lytle, 1984; Nadasdy, 2007; Spak, 2005; Usher, 2000; Weir,
2009). In contrast, other scholars emphasize the potential for shifting norms and policy
transformation through co-management, especially given that state bureaucracies are not
monolithic entities (Carlsson & Berkes, 2005). Despite imperfections, there are clear
examples of co-management forums providing a platform for Indigenous communities to
pursue their own resource management initiatives, which are able to co-exist with
government resource management approaches (Diver, 2012; Smith, 2013; Te Aho, 2010).
The co-management literature addresses both the opportunities and challenges
with knowledge sharing between Indigenous communities and government agencies.
There is an increased interest among scientists and resource managers to learn from
Indigenous knowledge systems, especially on urgent issues of climate change and
adaptation (Chapin et al. 2009; Diduck et al., 2005; Gagnon & Berteaux, 2009; Kofinas,
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2013; Orlove et al., 2009), and some co-management forums have been shown to support
learning across cultures (Dale, 1989; Lertzman et al., 1996) Yet, government agencies
are not typically structured to accommodate Indigenous ontologies or epistemologies that
may differ from agency approaches. The recognition of spiritual relationships between
people and the landscape is one example of the disconnect between agency and
Indigenous community knowledge systems. The common practice of translating
Indigenous knowledge concepts into narrow categories or formats that fit within existing
agency structures often results in incomplete representations of complex Indigenous
concepts (Nadasdy, 2003; Vaughan, 2012). Following Weinstein (1998), there are also
issues around knowledge “capture,” where giving away knowledge may lead to the loss
of community control over sensitive natural resources, especially under open-access
conditions. For example, sharing detailed community knowledge with agencies about the
location of cultural resources, like elk, might result in increased harvest by actors from
outside of the community. Looting of cultural sites is another issue of concern. Further,
government agencies that have an inventory of cultural sites “on file” may be less likely
to engage directly with Indigenous community representatives on a proposed project.
Thus, while knowledge exchange may support positive learning processes, there are
inherent dangers in sharing information, especially given the disempowered status of
many Indigenous communities.
My work questions whether the binary of co-optation versus transformation is the
most useful framework for inquiry. In practice, I see a constant tension between
simultaneous forces of assimilation and co-existence that arise through co-management,
and other state-Indigenous negotiations. I also see the challenge of working with uneven
power dynamics as a fact of life for most Indigenous communities. For this reason, the
focus of my work is not to debate whether cooptation is possible and/or occurring in
these case studies, or to avoid the social justice issues that are intrinsic to Indigenous
struggles for self-determination. Instead, I seek to understand how tribes are responding
to uneven power relations within the domain of natural resource management. I
specifically examine how and when Indigenous communities effectively engage in state
negotiation forums in order to build their own self-governance institutions, apply
Indigenous knowledge to contemporary natural resource management systems, and affect
land management practices on their traditional territories. Thus, using these case studies,
I seek to understand how tribal resource managers are producing knowledge and utilizing
existing governance institutions to change status quo natural resource management
policies.
Further theoretical context
The overarching debate around co-management and Indigenous selfdetermination is directly related to my three study questions. By focusing on how these
questions relate to key theoretical concepts from the literature, this research is working to
enhance existing understandings of Indigenous resource management negotiations. My
analysis particularly strives to explore the complexities around how Indigenous
communities and government agencies deal with the construction of knowledge, and the
longstanding political struggles over resource access that often drive Indigenous resource
management conflicts. Below, I present a brief overview of key theoretical concepts
used to address the study questions that shape my dissertation chapters. (Note that
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because the dissertation presents the respective case studies in sequence, the ordering of
chapters departs from the ordering of questions considered below.)
1) How is Indigenous knowledge shaping natural resource management policy and
practice?
To examine how Indigenous knowledge is shaping natural resource policy, I draw
on Sheila Jasanoff’s (2004) concept of the co-production of knowledge and social order,
developed in the science and technology studies literature. I also use James Clifford’s
(2001) concept of Indigenous articulations (chapter 3). I use the latter term to describe
the careful linkages or “articulations” that Indigenous peoples are creating to form new
representations of Indigenous identity in a contemporary and changing world. These two
concepts make visible the intentional linkages that some Indigenous communities are
creating between Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK) and Western science, as well
as linkages between Indigenous community interests and existing government policy.
These linkages are exemplified through the eco-cultural restoration approach taken by
both the Karuk (chapter 1) and Xáxli’p cases (chapter 3).
2) How does access to land and resources shift through Indigenous resource management
agreements?
To address how shifts in resource access occur, I use Kevin Bruyneel’s (2007)
analytic of the third space of sovereignty. I specifically discuss the concept of “third
space” strategies, which I define as a politics-on-the-boundaries approach to Indigenous
struggles over territory and resource management. Third space strategies involve
Indigenous communities both engaging with and pushing back on dominant government
policies—simultaneously working inside and outside government structures. I also use
Jesse Ribot and Nancy Peluso’s (2003) theory of access. The term access in this case
refers to the ability to benefit from resources—an ability that is contingent upon a broad
range of relational and structural factors that both includes and extends beyond property
rights. I apply Donna Haraway’s (2003) work on naturecultures to address the mutual
and ongoing relations between humans and non-humans that often co-constitute
Indigenous landscapes—landscapes that are embedded within the cultural identity of
many Indigenous peoples. Placing these three theoretical frameworks in conversation
with one another is especially useful for understanding the complex shifts in community
access to land and natural resources that occur in the Xáxli’p case (chapter 4).
3) How do co-management approaches affect Indigenous sovereignty and selfdetermination?
In considering self-determination outcomes of co-management, I employ the
literature on co-management, which refers to the sharing of management power and
responsibility between government agencies and local people through a formalized
arrangement. Co-management arrangements are intended to facilitate significant
participation by local resource users in management decisions (e.g. Berkes et al., 1991;
Pinkerton, 1989).
Working with this literature, I point out the tensions between
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cooptation and transformation, which are both recognized as potential outcomes from comanagement arrangements. I also draw on this tension to develop the concept of pivot
points, which refers to existing government policies that provide a starting point for
Indigenous communities to negotiate meaningful policy change (chapter 1). These
concepts inform the strategies and lessons learned from both the Karuk (chapter 1) and
Xáxli’p (chapter 5) experiences negotiating Indigenous resource management
agreements.
Additional analysis: Community-engaged research methods
Although this issue does not directly respond to key dissertation questions, an
additional part of this work has included developing a research approach that advances
community-engaged scholarship methods, especially given my work with Indigenous
communities. I have been reflecting on research methods together with colleagues, who
are also collaborating with community research partners (Diver & Higgins, 2014). (Also
see companion articles in the Journal of Research Practice Special Issue: Giving Back in
Field Research, Volume 10, Issue 2, 2014). In order to critically examine academiccommunity research relationships and associated knowledge production processes, this
research considers the intersection of the community-based participatory research
literature (Cornwall & Jewkes, 1995; Minkler & Wallerstein, 2003) with work in feminist
and postcolonial science studies (Haraway, 1988; Harding, 1995, 2004, 2008), as well as
feminist research methods (England, K., 1994; Maguire, P. 1996; Sangtin Writers
Collective & Nagar, R. 2006). Building on Nagar (2013), the work considers the messy
realities of negotiating expertise and sharing benefits in community-engaged research,
given the challenges of uneven power relations and structural barriers that are part of
working in academic settings (chapter 2).
Xáxli’p and Karuk case studies
Exploring exemplar cases
It is important to note that this work considers the Xáxli’p and Karuk case studies
as exemplar cases, which are not intended to demonstrate representative approaches of a
“typical” Indigenous resource management initiative.
Because all Indigenous
communities are diverse and distinct groups, I neither argue that the Karuk and Xáxli’p
approaches reflect the interests of all community members (although they are supported
by many community members and by their tribal governments), nor that these approaches
are shared by other Indigenous groups. One important similarity between these two cases
is that both communities are taking an “eco-cultural restoration” approach to natural
resource management. Dennis Martinez (O'odham/Chicano) and Jeffrey Thomas
(Puyallup) did early work to develop the eco-cultural restoration concept (personal
communication, Dennis Martinez, June 17, 2011), yet there are multiple understandings
of its broader meaning among Indigenous restoration advocates working in the Pacific
Northwest. A basic definition of eco-cultural restoration is an approach to restoring
dynamic ecosystems and human cultures together, as interconnected processes. To refine
this definition, I present examples of how eco-cultural restoration is conceptualized and
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implemented by the Karuk Tribe (chapter 1) and the Xáxli’p community (chapter 3). I am
particularly interested in the eco-cultural restoration approach because it offers an
opportunity to learn how some communities are pursuing environmental sustainability
and social justice goals concurrently.
Case similarities
In comparing case similarities, it is important to note that both California and B.C.
share a similar political history of offering very few reservation or reserve lands to
Indigenous communities. This colonial legacy has left both the Karuk and Xáxli’p
communities with a very small land base to support community settlements and
subsistence needs. The land base that is allocated to each community amounts to just
over one square mile for the Karuk Tribe, and about six square miles for the Xáxli’p
community. Thus, “off-reserve” and “off-reservation” rights are an important component
of both cases. In contrast to the position of Columbia River treaty tribes, neither
community has signed a treaty confirming tribal fishing or hunting rights within its
traditional territory. One of the implications of not signing a valid treaty is that neither
community has legally ceded rights to its traditional territory. Thus, both cases are
characterized by ongoing disputes over land claims. In addition, both Karuk and Xáxli’p
traditional territories overlap with areas that are designated as federally owned
forestlands.
In response to these historical legacies, both the Karuk and Xáxli’p have taken a
proactive approach to land use planning. In both cases, community leaders have used
community management plans to articulate their own community’s land use values, and
negotiate changes in status quo forest policy, at the local and regional level. Both
communities have also cultivated a strong sense of stewardship responsibility through
active land management—a tradition of caring for the land that has been passed down by
respected community elders. Responding to their respective community land ethics, both
Xáxli’p and Karuk land managers have adopted an eco-cultural restoration approach to
land management, as described above.
As another similarity, both cases evolved out of policy decisions in the 1990s and
the early 2000s that aimed to ratchet back timber harvests by large timber companies. In
the Xáxli’p case, B.C. Community Forest policy evolved in the wake of U.S.-Canada
timber trade disputes in the 1990s. In an attempt to appease U.S. accusations of selling
timber too cheaply, B.C. bought out some of the timber leases held by larger
companies—an event that is sometimes referred to as the “claw back” (or the 2003 Bill
28 Take Back Program)—in order to reallocate timber harvest opportunities to a more
diverse set of resource users. The B.C. Community Forest program, which began in 1999,
was among the groups that received timber volume reclaimed through this initiative. 4 In
the Karuk case, the opportunity for co-management arose shortly after the northern
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See Ministry of Forests, Mines and Lands. History of Community Forests.
http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/hth/timber-tenures/community/history.htm, accessed February 25, 2013.
Also see, Community Forest Program, Program Review. Prepared by Meyers, Norris, Penny LLP
and Enfor Consultants Ltd. For the B.C. Ministry of Forests and Range. June 2006.
http://www.for.gov.bc.ca/ftp/hth/external/!publish/web/timber-tenures/community/cfa-programreview-2006.pdf, accessed February 25, 2013.
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spotted owl was listed under the Endangered Species Act in 1990, and the 1994
Northwest Forest Plan mandated an “ecosystem management” approach to forestry
(Thomas et al. 2006). In 1996, when Klamath Forest officials hired a progressive Forest
Ranger with an ecology background, who was also open to collaborating with the Karuk
Tribe, this created an opening for the Forest Service and Karuk tribal managers to
develop the Ti Bar Demonstration Project. The new Forest Ranger actively supported
Karuk land management objectives for eco-cultural restoration and leadership
opportunities for tribal members—as part of a new ecosystem management approach.
Case differences
Despite the many similarities between cases, these two communities are working
within different political structures. Although a complete Canada-U.S. comparison is
beyond the scope of this dissertation, it is important to point out one main difference that
relates to the Canadian legal context. Major adjustments in Canada’s Constitution
occurred quite recently—when the Constitution Act, 1982 established Canada’s full
political independence from the United Kingdom. During this time period, First Nations
political movements were strongly advocating for a change in status quo policy on
aboriginal title and rights. In addition, the overall political climate in Canada was more
supportive of Indigenous self-determination policies than it had been under previous
government administrations. Thus, Constitutional amendments were adopted that
effectively reconfigured the relationship between the Canadian government and
Indigenous peoples residing in Canada. This was achieved through Section 35, which
“recognizes and affirms” the “existing” aboriginal and treaty rights in Canada (Tennant,
1990; Duff, 1997). Since this policy shift, First Nation communities, including the
Xáxli’p community, have leveraged Canada’s Constitution and recent legal decisions that
have upheld and interpreted Section 35, to influence land management practices in nontreaty areas—where aboriginal land claims have not been extinguished under Canadian
law.
In comparison, U.S. Indigenous communities do not have such a strong legal
basis for asserting rights over traditional territories, particularly in cases where no treaties
were signed. As opposed to leveraging aboriginal land rights, Indigenous community
advocates working in the U.S. context have sometimes used the Endangered Species Act
(ESA) of 1973 to pursue policy change with federal land management. Choosing to
address conflicts over Indigenous land and resources through the ESA is due, in part, to
its strong enforcement provisions. Opportunities for tribes in the Klamath Basin,
including the Karuk, to leverage the ESA have arisen following the “threatened” listing
of the northern spotted owl in 1990, as well as the listing of regional coho salmon
populations in 1997. The lack of a strong legal basis for the Karuk Tribe to assert its
aboriginal title and rights in the U.S. has also led to some creative alliance building. For
example, the Karuk Tribe has initiated a number of joint projects with local nongovernmental organizations—another point of difference between the cases.
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Karuk case

Figure 1a. Karuk – UC Berkeley Collaborative members and supporters after a forest walk involving local
youth in huckleberry and mushroom collecting, November 2009.

Figure 1b. Karuk – UC Berkeley Collaborative members and supporters attending a workshop
presentation on Indigenous mapping with GIS (Geographic Information Systems) at the Karuk Department
of Natural Resources in Orleans, CA, June, 2012.

The first case involves the Karuk Tribe, a federally recognized tribe, based in the
middle section of the Klamath River, near the border between California and Oregon.
(See Figure 1a and 1b for images of Karuk-UC Berkeley research partners, and their
supporters.) Karuk Aboriginal Territory includes an estimated 1.4 million acres (Karuk
ECRMP), an area that is slightly larger than the state of Delaware.5 Although U.S. Indian
agents drafted treaties with Karuk representatives, California state government officials
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prevented these treaties from being ratified by the U.S. Congress during the Gold Rush
period (Heizer, 1972; Hurtado, 1988; Johnston-Dodds, 2002). Then, in 1905, the U.S.
federal government created National Forest areas that overlap with almost all of Karuk
ancestral territory. Today, the Tribe has no reservation, and has just over one square mile
of trust land (Karuk Tribe 2007; personal communication, Scott Quinn, May 28, 2014).
Thus, as a result of U.S. land procurements and management policies, the Karuk Tribe
has been dispossessed of most of its territory, and Karuk management practices
(including Karuk traditional burning) have been excluded from the landscape—although
many Karuk families have found ways to continue living within the mid-Klamath area.
Following this shift in forest management practices, there has been an increased
frequency of high intensity wildfire due, in part, to the lack of prescribed burning and
increased build up of forest fuels (Biswell, 1989; Pyne, 1982; Skinner, 1995; Taylor &
Skinner, 2003). Although many tribal members did participate in and benefit from the
logging industry over the years, the Karuk Tribe is highly concerned about the impacts of
current forest management practices, including fire suppression on culturally important
species that have evolved in a highly fire-adapted system. The Karuk Tribe is also
concerned about threats of catastrophic wildfire (which should be contrasted with low
intensity prescribed fire, used in Karuk traditional burning) to local residents.
The Karuk case study specifically traces the Ti Bar Demonstration Project (or Ti
Bar Demo).6 This project was initiated in the early 1990s as part of a multi-year
negotiation between the Karuk Tribe and the U.S. Forest Service to develop joint forest
management projects in priority cultural areas—despite deep differences in management
philosophy. As one of the first efforts to bridge the conflict-ridden relationship between
tribal and agency managers in the mid-Klamath, Ti Bar Demo set a precedent for
applying Karuk eco-cultural restoration strategies to federal forestlands. In 1999, tribal
teams completed several restoration projects within the Ti Bar area that included the use
of prescribed fire, which was a significant departure from forest plantation management
approaches. Importantly, this was not a pre-formed project, meaning it was not
developed by agency staff for a final sign-off by tribal officials. Rather, it was tribal land
managers who established restoration priorities, and planned the project. When Forest
Service leadership changed mid-way through the project, however, Ti Bar Demo was
abandoned, and remaining restoration treatments were left undone. Although the Karuk
Tribe has attempted to revive the Ti Bar Demonstration project, these efforts have been
unsuccessful. Still, this case remains as an example of the U.S. Forest Service effectively
devolving management authority over cultural resource management to Karuk tribal
managers.
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Located mid-way between the towns of Orleans and Happy Camp, California, “Ti Bar” (pronounced TEEbar) is a wide river bar, formed by sediment that has accumulated around the mouth of Ti Creek, where it
flows into the Klamath River. In this case, Ti Bar refers to project areas in the vicinity of the Ti Creek
subwatershed, located within the Ukonom Forest District of Klamath National Forest.
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Xáxli’p case

Figure 1c. Xáxli’p Community Forest crew, board members, and supporters at a field training, July 2009.

Figure 1d. Signing of the Xáxli’p Community Forest (XCF) Agreement with the forest crew, board
members, and Xáxli’p chief, March 2011.

The second case was undertaken with the Xáxli’p Indigenous community,7 one of
eleven Indigenous communities that make up the larger St'át'imc Tribe.8 (See Figure 1c
and 1d for images of Xáxli’p Community Forest Corporation members and supporters.)
The Xáxli’p community comes from Fountain Valley, located near the town of Lillooet in
B.C., Canada and adjacent to the Fraser River. The Xáxli’p community refers to its
traditional territory as “Xáxli’p Survival Territory,” an area of 31,419 hectares (77,638
acres or 121 square miles), which is more than twice the size of Vancouver. Unlike other
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Canadian provinces, B.C. did not sign treaties with the majority of B.C. First Nations.
After European settlers dispossessed the Xáxli’p community of much of its traditional
territory, the community was allocated several small reserve areas, adding up to about 6
sq. miles. Although B.C. government entities now classify the majority of Xáxli’p
Survival Territory as provincial Crown lands—federal or public land that is managed by
the province—the Xáxli’p community continues to assert its aboriginal title, which has
never been extinguished through a treaty. Xáxli’p is highly concerned about the
cumulative effects of logging, grazing, and recreational use on key cultural resources
within Xáxli’p Survival Territory, especially local water bodies, and seeks to restore the
landscape in accordance with Xáxli’p land management values.
This case study follows the creation of the Xáxli’p Community Forest (XCF).
After becoming frustrated with joint resource management negotiations in the 1990s, the
Xáxli’p community decided to take control of the natural resource planning process and
initiated its own community mapping strategy—resulting in the Xáxli’p Traditional Use
Study (TUS) or Ntsuwa’lhkalha Tl’ákmen [Our Way of Life] Study, and the Xáxli’p
Ecosystem-based Plan (EBP). Around 1999, community leaders and their advisors
decided to develop a Community Forest proposal, based on the adoption of a new B.C.
Community Forest program. After years of negotiations, Xáxli’p and the Ministry of
Forests signed a first agreement in 2006, which was followed by the 2011 XCF
Agreement. The negotiations leading to the XCF Agreement were fraught with disputes
over territory, allowable timber harvest, and other issues. However, with much
persistence, the Xáxli’p community secured exclusive and long-term forest tenure over
the majority of its traditional territory. The Community Forest is currently operated by
Xáxli’p people according to Xáxli’p policies emphasizing eco-cultural restoration. The
community plans to take a significantly lighter harvest than would be expected under
B.C. government management.
II. Research methods
Community-engaged approach
To situate myself, I come to this work as a non-native person with Irish, English, and SwissGerman heritage. I am a U.S. citizen from Delaware, where I grew up primarily in a small
agricultural area on the Atlantic coast. My perspectives have been shaped by my work supporting
grassroots Indigenous and environmental leaders in Russia on community-based natural resource
management issues. I now work in collaboration with Indigenous community partners, who

have invited me to do research on current resource management policies affecting them.
My dissertation follows tenets of community-based participatory research
(CBPR), an approach that begins by identifying a research topic of importance to the
community and proceeds with the aim of combining knowledge and action for social
change that benefits community members (Cornwall & Jewkes, 1995; Minkler &
Wallerstein, 2003). CBPR can take multiple forms, and may involve different levels of
community participation (Shirk et al., 2012). For this dissertation, community partners
guided research questions, granted permission for the project to occur, and reviewed
research results. Although I wrote the following dissertation chapters, the work has
greatly benefited from the knowledge, guidance, review, and inspiration provided by
community research partners. In addition to conducting research, I also engaged in other
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synergistic activities to support community collaborators. With Xáxli’p colleagues, this
has included researching existing curricula incorporating Traditional Ecological
Knowledge. With Karuk partners, I hosted Karuk youth for Berkeley college tours, coorganized participatory mapping workshops, co-wrote grant proposals, and conducted
targeted policy research.
Over the course of this study, I have worked with community partners to develop
structures supporting respectful research collaborations, which includes being granted
permission to conduct this research within the community. I worked with the Karuk
Department of Natural Resources and other Berkeley collaborators to develop a research
protocol entitled, Practicing Pikyáv: Guiding Policy for Collaborative Projects and
Research Initiatives with the Karuk Tribe (Final Draft). My research is intended to
provide a test case for this policy, as discussed below. I also worked with the Xáxli’p
Community Forest Corporation to develop the Xáxli’p Community Forest Research
Information Sharing Agreement, in order to establish a clear plan between the XCF board
and myself for data management and expected publications.
Reflections on building research partnerships

I began developing relationships with both communities long before I began the
research. In both cases, my initial steps included identifying projects that could benefit
community members. For my work with the Karuk Tribe, I initially connected with the
community by meeting Karuk tribal member and traditional fisherman, Ron Reed. In
early 2009, I joined the Karuk-UC Berkeley Collaborative (Collaborative), a group that
fosters synergistic collaborations between the Karuk Department of Natural Resources
(Karuk DNR) and Berkeley to support Karuk eco-cultural revitalization.9 That summer, I
was invited to visit the Klamath River to discuss community research needs, a discussion
that evolved into my dissertation topic. I began building informal relationships with Karuk
tribal members by conducting a short-term collaborative research project—the Karuk Lands
Management Historical Timeline. This project resulted in a useful research output that could be used
in the community. Working together on the Timeline also helped build a good foundation for
initiating the Ti Bar case study (Diver 2014).

Another important step was understanding appropriate community approval
processes. Given broader community skepticism about UC Berkeley and universitybased research in general, Collaborative members realized that we needed a written
protocol establishing some general research guidelines. The protocol, which is still in
draft form, was strongly appreciated by community research partners. It established
tribal review committees, suggested check-in points throughout the research process, and
provided exit opportunities for the Tribe, if there was not sufficient tribal support for a
proposed research project. The document also established the requirement of presenting
research proposals to the Karuk Tribal Council, as part of the research planning and
approval process. On top of the collaborative processes that we established through the
protocol, there were also a number of complex issues, such as individual versus collective
consent, which we are still working through. The protocol helped us to at least identify
those issues, though we still have open questions. In order to finalize the document, we
are soliciting further review from the Karuk Research Advisory Board. We are also
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using our experience with the first set of dissertation projects being implemented through
the Karuk-UC Berkeley Collaborative to guide a revised version of the guidelines.
I first visited the Xáxli’p community in 2001, while leading an international
exchange for Russian Indigenous leaders. Around this time, the Xáxli’p community had
engaged in its first set of negotiations over the Xáxli’p Community Forest, and the
Russian delegation spent many hours learning about Xáxli’p planning processes.
Interested in following up on these negotiations, I approached Xáxli’p community leaders
with a request to study the creation of the Xáxli’p Community Forest (XCF) when I
began graduate school in 2008. In this case, the proposal to do research that facilitated
understanding XCF planning processes and negotiations primarily came from my own
interest. As with the Karuk Tribe, I started by working with community partners on a practical,
community-driven project, which involved researching teaching curricula that incorporated
Indigenous knowledge. However, this curriculum has yet to be implemented, and I did not feel that
this work provided a clear output benefiting community partners. I then proposed developing a
collaborative timeline, similar to the Karuk Timeline project. I ended up cancelling the initial
planning meeting for the project, however, due to the unexpected death of a community elder that
occurred around the same time. In the end, I developed a comprehensive Community Report that
detailed steps leading up to the XCF using community quotes and images. This was more of an
individual writing project than I had initially imagined. But in the end, it was difficult to justify a
collaborative initiative that demanded significant time from community partners, who were so busy
with other responsibilities.
Another challenge with the Xáxli’p case was working with project approval processes over
time. I initially received oral approval in 2009 from Xáxli’p Chief and Council, a practice that is
consistent with Xáxli’p tradition. However, in 2013 new XCF members wanted to see a written
agreement. To respond to these concerns, XCF board members and I developed the information
sharing agreement discussed above. Although the agreement was made after the research was
already completed, it still facilitated an important discussion before any publications were made.
The agreement defined how I, as the researcher, would respond to community feedback and concerns
in my writing. The agreement also conveyed joint copyright ownership over the Community Report
to the XCF. These were helpful steps for moving our collaboration forward. The process also made
me realize the extent to which academic structures typically limit community influence over
academic outputs, and the value of developing the Community Report.
In reflecting on this experience, I can point to two key steps that supported my research
collaborations. First, working on short-term projects that were not directly related to my dissertation
was helpful for establishing myself as a partner, who could contribute something useful to
community members. This was especially important given the amount of time required for
completing a dissertation project. Second, written agreements established some useful safeguards for
protecting community interests. These agreements provided an important tool for recognizing the
authority of community research partners, and laid out mutual expectations around data sharing and
community review. Developing agreements also contributed to a broader process of establishing
open lines of communication between myself, as an academic, and community partners. Although I
am aware that there are many challenges with setting up collaborative research partnerships, these
steps were a good starting point for setting up a respectful working relationship.
To offer one caveat, it would be inappropriate to portray my experience as a clear, or
straightforward process. My community engagement efforts were, and continue to be, a work in
progress. As with many students, my primary advisors had not done community-engaged research
themselves. Similarly, the communities I work with did not have preexisting protocols for working
with researchers—although, they certainly had stories of prior research relationships gone wrong.
Thus, on many occasions, my research experience was about listening, anticipating challenges,
making adjustments, and often working by the seat of my pants. My previous non-profit work
experience of partnering with Russian community organizations proved to be extremely helpful in
this regard.
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There were some uncomfortable learning moments along the way, as well. On
one occasion I realized that I was too focused on academic frameworks, and that my
writing was not conveying Xáxli’p community perspectives. This occurred when the first
paper draft that I shared with Xáxli’p community mentors framed the Community Forest
as a co-management initiative. My colleagues informed me that they were not doing comanagement. As opposed to co-management boards that included government and
community representatives, the XCF was a community-driven forestry operation. I
realized that I had come to the project with preconceived notions, which did not fully fit
the case at hand. Thus, I needed to find new language to discuss the Xáxli’p project, and
decided to represent this work as an Indigenous resource management initiative,
discussed in chapters 3 and 4.
On another occasion, I was sharing some of my preliminary thoughts on the
positive aspects of the Ti Bar Demo project with Karuk land managers, and realized that I
was overlooking the historical context of this case. My community research partners
reminded me of how long they had been trying to get the Forest Service to listen to their
perspectives, and the lack of respect that they had experienced from agency officials
along the way. I understood then that I was missing a piece of the story, and needed to
go back to interviews explaining some of the root causes of community frustration with
attempted co-management in my writing.
However self-conscious and embarrassed I felt about making mistakes along the
way, it was honest conversations like these that benefited the research. These
conversations were also a step towards breaking down some of the unavoidable
hierarchies that occur among academic-community research partners. It is so easy to
assume that the researcher, who is backed by the authority of an academic institution,
knows what she is doing. Yet, like everyone else, we are students trying to learn how the
world works, and we often entering into worlds that we know little about. Thus, learning
from the knowledge and experience of my Karuk and Xáxli’p colleagues has been a vital
part of the work.

Field methods
My field methods included participant observation, and document analysis, and
semi-structured interviews with key informants. For the Karuk case, I visited the midKlamath and Karuk DNR collaborators at least once a quarter for over four years, from
summer 2009 to summer 2014 for a period of three to ten days. I made more frequent
visits during peak research periods and summers. The Karuk Tribal Council gave me
permission to conduct the study in May 2012. The more intensive research periods
involved interview sessions, reviewing joint projects like the research protocol, or
planning collaborative workshops. I also met with community research partners on the
Berkeley campus, when Karuk partners visited Collaborative members for events and
planning meetings.
For the Xáxli’p case, I conducted fieldwork over a total of sixteen weeks from
2009-2011, with additional field visits in 2012-2013.
Xáxli’p Chief and Council
approved the study in July 2009. During my summer field visits, I observed day-to-day
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Community Forest activities and participated in community events and trainings. Later
visits focused on arranging feedback sessions to review quotes, presenting manuscript
materials, and addressing publication plans. These visits also allowed me to catch up on
Xáxli’p Community Forest developments, and participate in community events and
meetings.
As part of my participation observation activities with the Karuk Tribe, I attended
Karuk DNR planning sessions and Karuk-Forest Service field trips, joined walk-throughs
of Ti Bar project management sites, observed community fire response, and attended
community events. I also attended Forest Service listening sessions on sacred site
policies, several Northern California prescribed-fire conferences, and meetings involving
the Karuk Tribe and the Forest Service. I accessed Karuk DNR records of Ti Bar
planning activities, as well as archival documents from the National Archives and
Records Administration in San Bruno.
In 2012, I conducted interviews on the Karuk case regarding the Ti Bar Demo
project. Using the snowball sampling method—a technique in which existing study
participants recruit additional respondents from among their acquaintances (Goodman,
1961)—I selected key informants who had played a role in the Ti Bar Demonstration
project, or related collaborative initiatives. I conducted a total of thirty semi-structured
interviews, which included in-depth interviews with ten Karuk Tribe staff, fourteen
Forest Service staff, and six non-tribal community members. Interview questions
focused on the history and impact of the Ti Bar Demonstration Project, shifts in the
management relationship between the Karuk Tribe and the Forest Service, as well as how
the sharing of knowledge and authority had occurred through the Ti Bar Demo. As per
my approved Institutional Review Board protocol #2009-05-094, I provided interviewees
with a choice of remaining anonymous in research write-ups, or using their name. Thus,
quotations from specific individuals are used with their explicit permission.
For the Xáxli’p case study, participant observation included attending planning
sessions with elders and scientific advisors, Xáxli’p Forest Crew training sessions and field
assessments, board meetings, eco-cultural restoration field surveys. I also attended other
community events, including a culture camp connected to the XCF and community
dinners. I conducted archival research to establish a timeline of key XCF events.
Semi-structured interviews on the Xáxli’p case used the snowball sampling
method, and I selected interviewees who had a direct role in XCF negotiations or
implementation. From a total of thirty-three in-depth interviews, I interviewed eighteen
Xáxli’p community members, staff, and consultants, and fifteen current or former
Ministry of Forests staff and consultants working at the local, district, and provincial
levels. Interviews addressed participatory mapping and planning processes in the late 1990s,
policy negotiations in the early 2000s, the beginning stages of XCF implementation in the late 2000s
and early 2010s. In fall 2013, I conducted a preliminary review of research results with

Xáxli’p Community Forest board members and other community members.
quotations from specific individuals are used with their permission.

Again,

III. Dissertation overview
Chapter abstracts
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To introduce the following five chapters—written in article format—this section
provides a brief abstract for each chapter. The dissertation begins by presenting the
Karuk case study and research methods. I then present the Xáxli’p case study. My
conclusion provides an initial case comparison.
Chapter one, entitled Co-management as a catalyst: Building legitimacy for
Karuk Indigenous resource management (Klamath Basin, Northern California),
introduces the Karuk case study and addresses debates in literature over co-management
and Indigenous self-determination. Addressing my third question on how co-management
approaches affect Indigenous self-determination, this chapter evaluates the Ti Bar
Demonstration Project as a co-management initiative involving the Karuk and the U.S.
Forest Service. The work highlights the opportunities and barriers to pursuing the Ti Bar
Demo. One the one hand, tribal managers viewed the project as one of the most
successful collaborations with the Forest Service to date, because it afforded tribal
members a direct role in creating and implementing land management projects. An
Interdisciplinary team (ID Team) framework supported meaningful tribal participation in
decision-making, where Karuk tribal members were named project co-leads. I use this
example to develop the concept of pivot points, as a strategy for using existing
government policies (ID Teams) to negotiate meaningful policy change (co-lead status
for Karuk tribal members). On the other hand, significant challenges occurred during Ti
Bar Demo with sharing of knowledge and authority. Agency assumptions about
expertise and professionalism reinforced colonial histories for some tribal members.
Ultimately, Ti Bar Demo was abandoned mid-stream following a turnover in Forest
Service staff, which limited project impacts. These findings demonstrate that comanagement initiates like Ti Bar Demo can provide a catalyst for building tribal
institutions, locating champions for creative projects, and establishing organizational
alliances. However, the Ti Bar Demo initiative was poorly institutionalized. A greater
level of institutional commitment and legal accountability is therefore required if comanagement arrangements, such as the Ti Bar Demo, are to become more than a
temporary space for implementing joint projects between tribes and government
agencies.
Chapter two addresses community-engaged research methods, primarily by
discussing the Karuk Tribe case. The chapter is organized in two sections, both
published as part of a special issue in the Journal of Research Practice. The special issue
examines multiple perspectives on how academics “give back” to the communities that
they work with, in part, to illustrate how scholars today are responding to the history of
extractive research.10 The first section, where I am the lead author, is entitled Giving
Back Through Collaborative Research: Towards a Practice of Dynamic Reciprocity.
This article compares and contrasts four case studies by different researchers (all writing
for the special issue) who have used community engaged scholarship as a tool to give
back to local communities. The work leverages the literature on participatory and
feminist research to analyze how different researchers attempt to negotiate issues of
expertise and achieve a more equitable distribution of research benefits with community
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Journal of Research Practice is an open-access journal, and all articles in the special issue—Volume 10,
Issue 2, 2014—are available at http://jrp.icaap.org/index.php/jrp/issue/current or http://jrp.icaap.org.
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partners. This work also recognizes the limitations that academics face in pursuing
community-based research, particularly given the power imbalances that are intrinsic to
academic-community relationships. The article arrives at the conceptual framework of
dynamic reciprocity for understanding community-engaged research partnership as a
process of continual learning from one another over time.
The second section of Chapter two is called Giving Back Through Time: A
Collaborative Timeline Approach to Researching Karuk Indigenous Land Management
History also focuses on research methods and the Karuk case study. Here, I present my
experience developing the Karuk Lands Management Historical Timeline—a fifteen-foot
long artistic timeline documenting land management history and community impacts
within the Karuk Tribe’s ancestral lands and territory, which was developed in
partnership with the Karuk Department of Natural Resources.
The timeline is available on the web at http://karuktimeline.wordpress.com. This work
presents the collaborative timeline approach as a method for understanding community
standpoints on land management, which are embedded in place and history. Analyzing
over one hundred references from tribal and government archives, libraries, and other
sources, the timeline specifically links changes with federal and state policy, land
management practices, and associated impacts to the mid-Klamath environment and
community health. Importantly, the work also incorporates visual formats and
community sense of place in the research output, with the intention of making research
findings more accessible beyond the academy. Thus, developing the timeline with
community partners provides a mutually beneficial research product that orients the
viewer (which could be local youth, visiting tourists, agency staffers, or the researcher
herself) to Karuk land management perspectives.
I also discuss the collaborative
timeline approach as one effective method for initiating more equitable working
relationships with community research partners.
Chapter three, Negotiating Indigenous resource management: Co-production of
knowledge, social order, and the Xáxli’p Community Forest, introduces the Xáxli’p case
study and focuses on the second question of how Indigenous knowledge is shaping
resource management policy. The chapter uses the concept of co-production of
knowledge and social order (Jasanoff, 2004) to explain how Indigenous resource
management agreements, like the Xáxli’p Community Forest (XCF), may arise—despite
uneven power dynamics in resource management negotiations. The work also considers
the importance of Indigenous articulations (Clifford, 2001), such as Xáxli’p maps and
plans, which were shaping (and also being shaped by) highly political processes being
negotiated through the XCF case. Through its maps and plans the Xáxli’p community and
its allies identified strategic linkages between Traditional Ecological Knowledge (TEK)
and Western scientific knowledge in order to influence B.C. government policies. In
addition, the article discusses how the Xáxli’p community and the Ministry of Forests
identified the B.C. Community Forest policy framework as a pivot point, which could
address Xáxli’p community interests through existing government policy, despite
resistance from some Ministry staffers. Xáxli’p community leaders then worked through
XCF negotiations to shift government policies that did not initially support community
interests. Ultimately, Xáxli’p community negotiators succeeded in shifting the terms
agreements for the XCF in order to achieve the majority of the community’s goals. This
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provided the Xáxli’p community with exclusive, long-term forest tenure over the
majority of its traditional territory. The agreement also ensured that Xáxli’p plans were
formally recognized as XCF governing policies, thereby gaining formal recognition of
Xáxli’p land management values within B.C. policy. The chapter finds that the
knowledge production processes and political negotiations that led to the XCF were
closely intertwined. Furthermore, the Indigenous articulations developed through
Xáxli’p maps and plans are best understood not as a permanent integration of TEK and
Western science, but rather as a knowledge convergence—an intentional and contingent
meeting place created at a particular political and historical moment by Indigenous
communities.
In Chapter four, Shifting access: Protecting the land and reclaiming Indigenous
sovereignty through the Xáxli’p Community Forest, I use Ribot and Peluso's, (2003)
theory of access to better understand the Xáxli’p case study outcomes. This chapter
addresses the second question about how Indigenous resource management agreements
help communities shift resource access. Gaining B.C. government approval for the
Xáxli’p Community Forest (XCF) involved high stakes negotiations, which are difficult
to understand because the Xáxli’p Indigenous community is pursuing dual goals of
protecting the land and reclaiming aboriginal land rights. Access analysis is one tool that
makes visible the range of benefits that arise from the XCF, and how those benefits are
realized through a wide range of social and relational mechanisms. The access
framework can also be used to consider potential losses or tradeoffs that may arise
through resource management negotiations. This article also extends beyond access
analysis frameworks to better address community goals for the XCF as an Indigenous
resource management negotiation. First, the article uses Bruyneel’s (2007) “third space
of sovereignty” analytic to examine how the Xáxli’p community is both working with
existing government structures, and pushing back on those structures through XCF
negotiations. I develop the concept of third space strategies to emphasize how addressing
territorial disputes remains a long-term goal for the Xáxli’p community, even as interim
agreements on resource management may be reached. Second, given the importance of
landscape restoration in the XCF case, this article develops the concept of natureculture
relations (Haraway, 2003) as an additional access mechanism that emphasizes the
ongoing reciprocal relationships that exist between Xáxli’p community members and the
non-human elements of Fountain Valley. Policy shifts that recognize Xáxli’p
natureculture relations within government agreements have a material effect of allowing
the Xáxli’p community to take a lighter timber harvest, thereby fulfilling the community
goals for protecting the land and ensuring Xáxli’p cultural survival. The article concludes
that Indigenous resource management agreements like the XCF should be viewed as part
of a broader set of negotiation strategies, not as an end unto themselves.
Chapter five, Learning from the Xáxli’p Community Forest, is an excerpt from a
167-page community report, entitled Community Voices: The Making and Meaning of the
Xáxli’p Community Forest. The report uses community quotes and place-based images
from the Xáxli’p community to document state-Indigenous negotiations leading up to the
Xáxli’p Community Forest (XCF). The work also describes opportunities and challenges
presented as a part of present day XCF operations. This section of the report is presented
in this dissertation with permission from the Xáxli’p Community Forest Corporation, and
upon completion, will be web-published by the Xáxli’p Community Forest Corporation at
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www.xcfc.ca. Addressing the third question of how Indigenous resource management
with government agencies can help to address Indigenous self-determination, this chapter
summarizes some of the XCF strategies and lessons that may apply to other Indigenous
communities and government agencies engaged in Indigenous resource management
negotiations. In addition, the chapter presents selected policy recommendations. This
work also highlights the importance of the XCF as an example of land management
that addresses society’s sustainability needs and social justice responsibilities. The
policy recommendations in this final section make the point that if we do not learn
how to manage our landscapes for long-term sustainability, we will be unable to
protect our basic needs for survival. Furthermore, if we do not learn how to account
for the historical injustices of colonialism, it will be more difficult to move forward
as an interconnected, multicultural society. The matters at stake are the health of the
environment, and the future of the distinct Indigenous communities that depend on it.
These chapters only begin to convey the complexities of the Xáxli’p and Karuk
case studies. For more information, I have prepared additional resources for online
distribution. The Karuk Lands Management Historical Timeline can be downloaded in a
low-resolution
format,
or
as
a
fifteen-foot
wall
poster
from
http://karuktimeline.wordpress.com. The community report entitled, Community Voices:
The Making and Meaning of the Xáxli’p Community Forest will be made available
through the XCFC website http://www.xcfc.ca.

Broader implications
The dissertation conclusion provides an initial comparison of the two case studies.
This comparison explores the ways and degree to which Indigenous peoples are
advancing their self-determination interests and environmental restoration goals with
state agencies, despite the ongoing barriers of uneven power relations and territorial
disputes. However, gaining the right to manage traditional territories is not the only issue
at hand. Increasing management control loses its meaning if foundational elements of the
community’s cultural identity and the ecological systems that human cultures depend on
cease to exist. Together, the cases illustrate the importance of community advocates
pushing back on current environmental policies through carefully identified pivot points
to address Indigenous self-determination interests and restoration goals. The comparison
also points out how Indigenous communities are developing new knowledge, linking
ecological and cultural restoration, in order to revitalize contemporary Indigenous
cultures and influence management decisions affecting Indigenous lands. This
demonstrates how Indigenous communities can contribute innovative ideas to standard
resource management approaches, which address the long relationship of people and the
environment in a place-based context.
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In my final analysis, I use these two cases to emphasize that there is no one-sizefits-all strategy for addressing Indigenous resource management priorities. The Ti Bar
Demonstration Project and the Xáxli’p Community Forest speak to the long struggle that
the community leaders discussed in these cases have undergone to address land
management policy affecting their traditional territory. The case analysis points out that
communities are working to shift resource access at different scales, under different
political conditions, and with different outcomes. Despite these differences, however,
both Indigenous resource management negotiations have led to major shifts in the status
quo for land management in these respective communities.
In exploring how Indigenous knowledge has shaped natural resource management
policy for the Karuk Tribe and the Xáxli’p Indigenous community, it becomes clear that
there are significant barriers to doing so. Indigenous knowledge cannot be neatly
packaged for outsiders. Indigenous communities may decide that certain knowledge
sharing with outsiders is inappropriate, or that knowledge sharing can only occur under
conditions that also facilitate the sharing of decision-making authority. This means that
establishing the ability for Indigenous peoples to represent themselves within natural
resource management decision-making processes is key. Supporting Indigenous selfdetermination in this way requires substantial capacity building and resources, both for
Indigenous communities and for government agencies working to facilitate Indigenous
resource management initiatives.
In asking whether Indigenous resource management agreements (or comanagement) can shift resource access, or if co-management can support selfdetermination, it is clear that Indigenous resource management agreements can both
threaten and support Indigenous resource access, and therefore require careful evaluation.
In the Xáxli’p case, the Community Forest Agreement was extremely helpful for
supporting Xáxli’p self-determination of land management practices. However, the
community needed to spend several years negotiating terms of agreement in order to
generate a final outcome that would begin to address their interests, which required a
serious commitment of community resources. In some cases, co-management may be a
helpful framework for addressing some of the uneven power relations that impede the
sharing of decision-making authority with Indigenous communities that have concerns
over cultural resource management within their traditional territories.
Yet, as
demonstrated in the Karuk case, the ability to uphold such agreements is contingent upon
establishing long-term institutional commitments by government agencies.
Although these two case studies begin to explore how the different political
conditions in the U.S. and Canada affect Indigenous resource management initiatives,
there is a need for future research on this topic. I am interested in pursuing further
research that explores how governance of natural resources with Indigenous communities
is changing, given recent decreases in government agency funding; studies on
contemporary restoration initiatives with Indigenous communities that are responding to
global change events; and research on Indigenous food security initiatives that are
seeking changes in status quo natural resource management policy. Given the diversity
of indigenous cultures, it is especially important to expand our understanding across
multiple cases.
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